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Technology in Teaching

1. Why use technology?
2. Introduction to wikis
3. Uses for technology
4. Wrap-up and questions
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Why use it?

Before use, consider:
1. What technologies could I use? 
2. Will it be helpful? 
3. What problems could arise?
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Benefits & Pit

+ different interaction
+ open discussions
+ connectivity
+ multimedia

- ‘wow’ factor
- reliability
- content quality
- authorship

falls
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Introduction to Wikis

Why wikis?
- widely available and free
- fairly straightforward to use
- offers a couple possible applications
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Introduction to Wikis

What are they?
- digital repository (encyclopaedia) 
- quick and easy website
- collaborative system
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Wiki Basics

Creating new pages:
- search for a new page name
- create a link to an existing page

- use double square brackets [[newpage]]
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Wiki Basics

Formatting:
- headings;  equals signs, = heading =
- bold; triple single quotes, ‘‘‘bold’’’
- italic; double single quotes, ‘‘italic’’ 
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Wiki Basics

Formatting:
- lists; asterisk before item *list item
- links; single square bracket [www.site.ca]

- add space for name [site.ca Name of Site]
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Wiki History

Nothing gets deleted in the wiki.
- you can track/revert changes at any time
- every page is on permanent record

- be careful what you put on a wiki page
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Wiki Advanced

Advanced editing functions:
- inserting codes
- inserting formulas
- inserting multimedia



Possible uses

Three areas for applying technology
1. Contact
2. Research
3. Presentation
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For contact

Could use blogs, twitter, facebook...
- simple expression
- online discussion
- extra help
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For research

Could use Google Scholar, del.icio.us...
- search and research
- information capture
- social storage of info
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For presentation

Could use powerpoint, blogs, wikis...
- more then just talking
- multimedia
- track progress
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Thinking about technology

You have one tech (wikis), now:
- consider others
- think before using
- think after using
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Thank-you

For more info:
wiki.sfu.ca/public/index.php/Technology_in_Teaching

Duncan C - dchana@sfu.ca

Andrew H - aha50@sfu.ca
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